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Scope:
Organized into the following subseries: Articles/Conference Papers, Edited Works, Graduate Work, Other, and Professional Development. Contents of folders are loosely organized.

ARTICLES/CONFERENCE PAPERS:

Box 6, Folder 48
Global Incorporation, Ideology, and Public Policy in Zimbabwe. Fall 1986. From: "Ideology and Policy in Afro-Marxist States," a conference held at the Center for the Study of Democratic Institutions, the University of California Santa Barbara, 6-8 December 1985. [2 copies]

EDITED WORKS:

Box 6, Folder 49
Drafts of articles Reed edited.

GRADUATE WORK:

Box 6, Folder 48
Agricultural Development: The Key to Zimbabwe's Future? A Select Bibliography. Indiana University, 17 November 1980. [2 copies]
Planning: A Select Bibliography. Indiana University Y666, 6 February 1981.
Can We Plan or Must We Muddle: What are the Alternatives? Indiana University Y666, 27 February 1981.
The Prospects for the Use of "Planning" in Public Policy. Indiana University Y666, 6 March 1981.
The Limits to the Use of "Planning" in Public Policy. Final. Indiana University Y666, 13 March 1981. [2 copies]
Planning: What is it? When Can We Use it? Indiana University Y666, 1 April 1981. [2 copies]
Approaches to the Study of Public Policy Implementation. Indiana University, Spring 1981.
The Role of Traditional Rulers in Elective Politics in Nigeria. Indiana University G731, Fall 1979; submitted 3 September 1981
The Role of Traditional Rulers in Elective Politics in Nigeria. Indiana University Y681 and Y685, Summer 1980; submitted 3 September 1981.
Comparative and International Development. Indiana University Y663, 11 December 1981.
The Role of Traditional Rulers in Elective Politics in Nigeria. Indiana University Fifth Annual Graduate Student Paper Competition, 1982. [2 copies]
Mapping the Terrains of Regions: Another Look at Regional Subsystems. Indiana University Y657, 8 February 1982.
Participation in Local Government in Zimbabwe. Indiana University Y657? [2 copies]

Box 5, Folder 47

Handwritten notes for graduate work.
Handwritten notes for graduate work.
Notes on thesis.

OTHER:

Box 6, Folder 50


PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT:

Vitae. 1981.

Box 6, Folder 51

Writing Sample Package. Wabash College.
Includes:
  Introductory Letter. [7 copies]
  Review article, The Military in African Politics (Harbeson), appearing in American Political Science Review 82. [10 copies]
  Encyclopedia entry, Uganda, appearing in Encyclopedia Americana Annual 1990. [11 copies]
  Conference paper draft, Approaching the 1990s: The Foreign Policy of Zimbabwe. [8 copies]